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RESERVE

VOLUME THREE 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON
COLUMBIA VALLEY A.V.A.
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L uxurious Cabernet Sauvignon aromas fill the glass of this 
classic old vine wine. Savory black cherry and red currant 
fruits are seamlessly blended with fine oak and flavors 

of cream, graphite and new French oak leading to a smooth 
finish. Selected from Dionysus Vineyard’s old block D18, this 
reserve Washington Cabernet produces a wine in our style of 
pure Cabernet expression. The precious amount of fruit was 
picked at peak ripeness, fermented for density and structure, 
and aged in new French puncheons and barrels. Refreshingly 
bright and smooth, it shines in all its dimensions. Bottled 
when youthful, this wine will give pleasure for years to come.

VINTAGE   
Vintage 2013 fruit from our vineyards revealed the highest recorded 
tannin and color potential yet seen in Washington. Our vintage portfolio 
carries a volume and weight that matched our house style of bold, rich and 
smooth reds, age worthy for decades. Spring 2013 began the growing 
season without problems. Flowering on June 4th at Dionysus Vineyard 
afforded an early ripening vintage. Summer temperatures were hotter 
than average with a dozen days over 100F. Verasion was early in August 
under good conditions, a hallmark of great vintages. We then green-
thinned the vines to the low yield of 2.5 tons per acre. Waiting until two 
weeks after the equinox, we harvested the Cabernet perfectly ripe.

WINEMAKING 
Selected from old vines of Block D18 at Dionysus Vineyard, we developed 
our wine style on the vine. Pruned and hand designed all spring and summer, 
we finally selected a low yield to harvest. Hand picked on the morning of 
October 11th, the Cabernet Sauvignon was hand sorted, de-stemmed and 
resorted, removing all vegetal stem fragments. We chilled and cold soaked 
for three days, developing richness and smooth skin tannins, then fermented 
slowly at cool temperatures below 87F. Hand mixed daily for two weeks on 
the skins, only free-run was selected for traditional Bordeaux barrel aging. 
Aged on the lees, savory tones developed to complement the powerful fruit. 
After 16 months, we selected and blended each barrel for this rare wine 
to exemplify the terroir expressed through Dionysus’ old vine Cabernet.

CASES PRODUCED   594 6-pack cases/750mL 

TECHNICAL DATA   Bottled: Summer 2015  •  Alcohol: 15.2% by volume  •  pH: 3.83  •  TA: 6.6  •   RS: 1g/L

APPELL ATIONS & VINEYARDS
Columbia Valley 100% 100% Dionysus, Block D18

FINAL BLEND
 100% Cabernet Sauvignon

AGING
65% new French  
Bordeaux barrels,  
35% second year  
French oak

 Wine Spectator 89 pts
 Wine Enthusiast 91 pts
 The Wine Advocate 92 pts


